(some are even quite acrobatic), and they can even fly above and around obstacles, such as buildings and trees. It appears that there is not much a bird cannot do (other than use a computer). Unfortunately, because many people have thought this in the past, very few studies have looked at birds in situations where they must move between habitat patches. However, recent studies have shown that birds may
HABITAT
The natural home or environment of an animal, plant, or other organism.
find it very di cult to cross even small open spaces like roads when moving between forest patches [ ].
Scientists have suggested several reasons to explain why building roads may be bad for some birds. One theory is that, by building a road, we separate forests and reduce the area of habitat available for animals to live in, a process that we call habitat fragmentation. Habitat
HABITAT FRAGMENTATION
The breakdown of a large, continuous habitat into several smaller, separate habitats.
fragmentation is a big problem for many species, because conditions may change very quickly within the remaining habitat fragments and become unsuitable for the species, particularly around the edges (in this case, the areas nearby the road). Try to imagine waking up one morning to find that the roof of your house is gone, and for some reason you are unable to replace it. Let us say you decide to stick around for a bit. You will soon notice that nothing stays dry when it rains, it gets too hot in summer and too cold in winter (and you have no air conditioning), you have to share your house with some of the other local creatures (and you may not always get along), there never seems to be enough food in the pantry, and your friends would not come around because the place is a mess. You may be able to continue living in your old home for a while, but sooner or later you will want to move elsewhere! This is what it might be like to be a bird living in an area through which a road is built.
Other studies have found that when roads are heavy with tra c and noise, birds in the surrounding habitats are more likely to experience stress [ ]. Exposure to loud noises is also known to mask the calls and songs of some birds [ ]. For example, imagine you are trying to have a conversation with your friend out in front of your school and you are interrupted by a loud passing truck. This is very problematic for birds, because they use their songs to communicate with other birds and to defend their territories. So, if a bird species is unable to change the sound of its calls, then that species will be more likely to move to a quieter area where it can be heard [ ]. The end result will be that the area near road will be left with only a few species-those that are noise tolerant.
However, all of this information comes from only a few studies. In fact, most studies have focused on the e ects of roads on larger animals, such as bears, moose, and elephants. Of the few instances in which birds were studied, most were performed in the northern hemisphere, where both the forests and the birds are very di erent to those found in Australia. In Australia, for example (where our study was performed), many of the birds can fly great distances, sometimes across the whole of Australia, often because of unpredictable weather. . Do di erent road sizes change the number of bird species found in the forests nearby? . Do di erent road sizes change to the number of bird species crossing the roads? . Are the types of birds crossing the roads di erent from the types found in the forest nearby?
DESIGNING THE EXPERIMENT
We used a simple study design: good old-fashioned bird watching and carefully recording what we saw. To be a little more specific, we:
. Found roads that were suitable for our study: four small, four medium, and four large; . Sat at each road for min, counting the numbers and types of birds crossing from one side of the road to the other; . Walked m o the road from both sides at each site and counted the types of birds living there, for min; and . Revisited each site and repeated the counts eight times, between August and February .
What made our study di erent from other related studies was that we decided to try something new: we looked at roads of di erent sizes (two, four, and six lanes) and analyzed the road-crossing abilities for species of di erent body sizes (< , -, > cm) and life-history traits (small forest-dependent, large forest-dependent, honeyeater, and urban-tolerant bird species). We also used some assessment tools and mathematical methods to ensure that we had similar forests and birds at each of our study sites.
FEWER BIRDS CROSSED WIDER ROADS
Would you be willing to cross a small street to get to your friend's house? Now, what if we replaced that street with a busy highway, would you still be willing to cross that road to get to your friend? It turns out that birds also do not like to cross wider, busier roads. Fewer species of bird were able to cross wider roads in our study (see Figure  ) . What was even more surprising was that we also saw this pattern in the forests nearby these roads-fewer birds were present in the forests near large roads than in the forests near small roads. Astoundingly, it
Birds vs. Roads Figure   Figure Shows the total number of bird species to cross over small, medium, and large road types. Fewer species of bird crossed over large roads compared to small and medium roads. Figure   Figure Shows the total number of bird species of di erent body types to cross over small (blue), medium (orange), and large (gray) road types. The number of small bird species that were seen to cross declined more rapidly as road type increased compared to medium and large birds. No small birds were seen to cross large roads.
turns out that di erent types of birds are di erently a ected. We found that the birds most unlikely to cross roads (of any size) were birds that were small and loved to live in forests, whereas large birds did not seem to mind crossing roads all that much (see Figure ) . Importantly, the results we found in this experiment are similar to those found in other studies [ ].
OKAY, SO FEWER BIRDS CROSSED ROADS. BUT WHY?
Why do you think the small forest birds were the most a ected by roads? For starters, this group of birds really likes to live in areas with dense plant cover, where there is plenty of food and space available for their families (and enough for other birds, too), and shelter to hide from hungry predators [ ]. Road construction often results in changes to the surrounding environment. For example, the dense forest next to the road may become a more open forest (something that we saw a lot of near our roads), and food and space that was previously there kids.frontiersin.org September | Volume | Article | becomes harder to find, so many di erent animals may be fighting over it. Tra c noise may also make life more di cult. Some of the birds may have trouble calling to and being heard by others and the tra c noise also helps the hungry predators that do not want to be heard when hunting [ ]. To make matters worse, the new lights, powerlines, and gardens that often come along with new roads are perfect for some of the bigger and meaner birds, such as the noisy miner and magpie, and these large birds will happily kick the small birds out, to keep these areas for themselves [ ].
These are some of the things that the small birds must deal with in the forest near the road. Even if these small birds do manage to survive these challenges, they still need to cross the road. Similar to the results of many previous studies, we counted many more large birds crossing roads than small birds, especially the larger roads. The wings of small forest birds are generally suited for short flights in dense tree cover, so a wide treeless gap, such as a road may be impossible for them to cross in a single flight, and therefore they avoid crossing roads [ ].
Predator activity also makes crossing more perilous for small forest birds, because they are very easy for predators to catch when they are outside of tree cover [ ].
WHY ARE OUR FINDINGS IMPORTANT?
Habitat fragmentation is currently recognized as one of the greatest
ECOSYSTEM SERVICES
The direct and indirect contributions of ecosystems to human well-being.
threats to the survival of many of Earth's species, birds included. What is even more worrying is that humans benefit from the many vital services, called ecosystem services that birds provide. For example, many birds are important predators of "pest" species, such as mosquitos and rodents, and birds can also be pollinators of many plant species [ ]. In fact, one study found % of birds to be involved in spreading the seeds of plants that are medically and economically importance to humans [ ]. There are even some birds that are so critical to the functioning of the ecosystems they live in that, without them, these ecosystems fall apart. We call these critical species that hold ecosystems together keystone species.
Unfortunately, as the human population continues to grow, so too
KEYSTONE SPECIES
A species that plays a unique and critical role in maintaining the health and function of an ecosystem; without this species, the ecosystem would be very di erent.
does our demand for more houses and better roads. This has resulted in the widespread destruction and fragmentation of forests, which in turn threatens the survival of birds and the ecosystem services the birds provide us. It is therefore important to better understand how birds behave when they encounter man-made changes to the environment, such as roads.
We hope that our findings will help bring birds into the focus of future research. For example, it will be interesting to compare the way birds react to more natural openings in forest cover, such as clearings in the forest, or rivers. Our work, along with these future kids.frontiersin.org September | Volume | Article | studies, will hopefully give us a better chance at protecting our wildlife while we still meet our need to move from one place to another using roads.
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